SPEND AN INTERESTING EASTER

Enrol for a course of lectures to be held APRIL 8, 9, 10 and 11, amid pleasant surroundings in a bushland suburb, 15 miles from the city.

------------------------

BRING THE FAMILY

Child-minding facilities available in picnic surroundings.

------------------------

SUBJECTS OF THE LECTURES AND DISCUSSIONS are outlined on reverse page.

------------------------

PROCEDURE:

Lectures commence at 10 a.m. and will be followed by questions.

The afternoon will be devoted to discussion. Finishing time 4.30 p.m.

------------------------

Country visitors can be accommodated.

Enrolments can be made for any SINGLE DAY as well as the whole course with branch or section secretaries, or at Communist Party Office, 1st Floor, 197 Lonsdale Street, City. Phone: 32-3965.

When enrolling, please state clearly which lectures you will attend. Early enrolments would be appreciated.

PLEASE BRING YOUR OWN FOOD. TEA, ETC., PROVIDED.
FIRST DAY—Friday, April 8:

**MARXIST ECONOMIC THEORY—IS IT STILL VALID IN THE WORLD OF TODAY**

Lecturer - - - BERNIE TAFT

- Has Capitalism found the answer to economic crisis?
- What is the scope and limits of Government action on the course of the economic cycle?
- Changes in the post-war cycles.
- Perspectives of the Australian economy.

SECOND DAY—Saturday, April 9:

**WHAT IS THE WAY FORWARD FOR THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT?**

Lecturer - - - LAURIE CARMICHAEL

- Impact of monopoly growth and overseas investments on industrial relations?
- Are the trade unions meeting the challenge of modern times?
- The struggle against reaction—the motive role of united action.
- The A.C.T.U. wage claims, the total wage question, prices.
- Trade union tactics.

THIRD DAY—Sunday, April 10:

**THE SINO-SOVIET CONFLICT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES FOR THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT**

Lecturer - - - JOHN SENDY

- Prospects for overcoming the differences.
- What attitude should we adopt towards China?
- Where is China heading?
- Reasons for the development of the split.

FOURTH DAY—Monday, April 11:

**PHILOSOPHY TODAY—HOW DOES MARXISM STAND?**

Lecturer - - - ERIC AARONS

- Some current trends in philosophy.
- Meeting points with Marxism—and divergencies.
- Has Marxist philosophy been adequately developed?
- How does it need to be developed?